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PROBLEMS
1.	Let E be a complex Banach space, u an element of «^(E), sp(w) its spectrum.
(a)	Show that if a complex number £ is such that, for an integer p > 1, |£|* > ||wp[|,
then £ is regular for it. (Use (11.1.3),  and from the convergence of the series
oo	co
]T £-"Vp, conclude that the series £ £~ V is also convergent.)
n = 0	n = 0
(b)	Show that the number p(u) = inf \\un\\ijn is equal to the radius of the smallest
n
disk of center 0 containing sp(w), and furthermore that the sequence (||«"||1/JI) has a
limit equal to p(u). (Use (a), Problem 1 of Section 9.1, and (9.9.4).) (For an example
in which p(u) ^ \\u\\, see Section 11.4, Problem 4.)
 2.	Let w, v be two elements of &(E), where E is a complex Banach space. Show that, with
the notations of Problem 1 , the intersections of sp(wu) and sp(yw) with C — {0 } are the
same. (Observe that if/, g are two elements of «£?(£) such that l^—fg is invertible,
and h = (1E —fg)~\ then 1E -f ghfis the inverse of 1E — gf.)
 3.	Let E be a separable complex Hilbert space, (en)n^ a Hilbert basis of E. Let S be an
arbitrary infinite compact subset of C, and let (pn) be a denumerable set of points of S,
which is dense in S (3.10.9). Show that there is a unique element we ^(E) such that
u(en) = pn en for every n ^ 1 ; prove that the spectrum of u is equal to S, whereas the
eigenvalues of u are the pn . If £ e S, £ is not equal to any of the pn , and v^ = u — £ • 1E ,
show that i?c(E) is dense in E but not equal to E (use (6. 5.3) to prove the first statement).
 4.	Show that the spectrum of the operator u defined in (11.1.1) is the disk |£| < 1 in C;
u has no eigenvalue. If uc = u — £ - 1E, show that for |£| < 1, uc(E) is not dense in E,
but for |£| = 1, 0;(E) is dense in E and distinct from E (cf. (6.5.3)).
 5.	Let E be a complex Banach space, E0 a dense subspace of E. Show that for any element
u e jSf (Eo), the spectrum of u contains the spectrum of its unique continuous extension
u to E (5.5.4). Give an example in which these spectra are distinct and an example of an
operator u e «^(E0) and of a spectral value £ of u such that, ifuc = #— -£-lE,z;{isa
bijective mapping of E0 onto itself (in Problem 3, consider the subspace E0 of E
consisting of the (finite) linear combinations of the vectors en). Note that this is
impossible if E0 is a Banach space, for every continuous bijective linear mapping of
Eo onto itself is then a horneomorphism (12.16.8).
 6.	Let E be a complex separable Hilbert space, (en)n^i & Hilbert basis of E; let u be a
continuous operator in E such that, for every pair of indices h, k, one has (u(eh) \ ek) ^ 0.
(a)   Show that the number p(u) (Problem l(b)) belongs to sp(«). (Note that for
|£| > p(u), if i?c « (h - £ • le)"1, one has
and use Problem 7(b) of Section 9.15.)
(b)   Suppose in addition that for some integer n ^ 1 , there exist an integer k ^ 1 such
that (Hn(efc)|*fc) = af>0. Prove then that p(u)^d1/n (observe that for every integer
(c)   Suppose p(u) > 0 and that the point p(u) is a pole of the function £ -> t?c. Prove
00
that there exists then an eigenvector x = ]T £nen of u corresponding to />(«), such that
n=» A
£n 3» 0 for every n. (Let N be the order of the pole p(u) of vc, and let
wn=   lim (£~o(w))Nz;c.

